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Quantify the growth of scallops in the NGOM in an effort to 

A) Compare to growth on GBK and MAB. 

B) Examine if growth varies spatially and/or temporally across the NGOM.

C) Determine if any variation can be explained in part by bottom temperature and salinity.

Overarching Objective of Research







Individualistic curves of paired Lt+1

and Lt values. L∞ and K values 
determined using Ford-Walford 
method. 

Fabens (1965) incremental growth equation 
(modified from von Bertallanfy growth function):

All equations and methods for aging were taken from Hart & Chute 2009. 



Individualistic slope and intercept of 
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and intercept values.
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Population or group-wide L∞ and K 
values. Groups may represent spatial 
domain or year class.
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Population or group-wide standard 
deviations of L∞ and K values.
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Population or group-wide standard 
deviations of L∞ and K values.

Fabens (1965) incremental growth equation 
(modified from von Bertallanfy growth function):

All equations and methods for aging were taken from Hart & Chute 2009. 

Starting with population-

wide calculations can be 

biased if there is variability 

among individuals.



❖ Statistically different L∞ across New England; not k

❖ Statistically different L∞ and k when broken up by Zone. No trend (scale).
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❖ Statistically different L∞ and k when broken up by Zone. No trend (scale).



❖ Statistically different some years, but no discernable trends

❖Might be due to large fluctuations in sample sizes year to year



Temperature and Salinity data taken from FVCOM and matched to trawl stations



Dependent Variable: 

∆mm: Represents change in size from 

one growth ring to the next in mm. 

Independent Variables: 

Bottom Temperature

Bottom Salinity

Year

Latitude

Longitude

Calculated von Bert values don’t change yearly; they’re constant with 
an individual. 

Assuming scallops remain mostly sedentary after spat stage, ∆mm as 

a dependent variable allowed for matching environmental covariates 

to each year of growth of a scallop.

Growth is influenced by age, so tests were conducted on individual 

age classes with Year as a covariate.
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Linear models, generalized additive models, and boosted regression 
trees were used to determine relationships between parameters. 

Model selection was based on AIC and RMSE. 
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Linear models, generalized additive models, and boosted regression 
trees were used to determine relationships between parameters. 

Model selection was based on AIC and RMSE. 
However, BRTs and 

GAMs performed so 

similarly, that different 

models were better for 

different age classes. 

Results between model 

types consistently agreed, 

so conclusions were 

drawn from both.



BRT deviance 
explained 

values for all 
combinations 

of abiotic 
variables (that 

passed VIF 
testing) and age 

classes.
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Side Note:

Relationship of ∆mm to 

salinity was a negative 

relationship, but was 

positive for temperature.
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most important 

conclusion: 

Temperature 
and salinity 

have a 
noticeable 
effect on 

scallop growth 
in NGOM.
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Unanswered Questions and Future Research:

How much of this effect is direct through 

metabolic processes and how much is indirect 

as a proxy for phytoplankton abundance?

Ongoing work under this proposal is now 

trying to determine relationships at finer 

spatial scales.
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conclusion: 

Temperature 
and salinity 

have a 
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scallop growth 
in NGOM.

Extrapolation of large-scale conclusions:

Torre et al. (2018) showed a potential increase 

in habitat suitability for scallops in NGOM. 

This study shows that scallop growth rates to 

size “x” may happen in shorter time periods. 

Could NGOM support a larger fishery in the 

near futute?





Ongoing aging efforts:

Two new undergraduates were hired for help in the aging process. 

Currently going through a trial period so we can say that these agers “do not age statistically different than past agers”.

Many shells have yet to be aged and the more we collect from surveys and the more we age, 

the more accurate our future analyses will be.



Any Questions?
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